
Lot Description

 LOW 

Estimate   

HIGH 

Estimate

9000
(Lot of 3) Large bags of mul�-stone beads, silver, metal, costume jewelry and items

Including 1) silver filigree flower brooch; 1) silver thimble, total weight 14.37 grams; several 

glass, tumbled quartzite, jasper, mother-of-pearl, seed and dyed coral beads; together with 

several costume plastic, glass and metal beads and items  $         50 - 100

9001
(Lot of 2) Large bags of costume jewelry

Including brooches, earrings, rings, necklaces, pins, buttons, etc.  $         50 - 100

9002
Collec�on of costume jewelry

Including beads, bracelets, earrings, necklaces, pins, buttons, etc.  $         50 - 100

9003

Collec�on of costume jewelry and other items

Including bead necklaces, earrings, shoe buckles, medal ribbons, emblems, beaded purse, 

etc.  $         50 - 100

9004
Collec�on of costume jewelry and other items

Including brooches, bracelets, earrings, bead necklaces, etc.  $         50 - 100

9005 No Lot

9006
(lot of 12) Thai metal bowls, of various sizes, some with exterior etched in gilt floral pattern  $       100 - 200

9007
(lot of 2) Himalayan decorative items: consisting of an ornate lock with key; together with a 

conch shell having metal fittings  $       150 - 250

9008
Chinese Tang-style pottery figure, the seated beauty holding a scroll (repaired)  $         50 - 100

9009
(lot of 4) Celadon glazed shallow bowl, interior incised with flower; together with three Thai 

glazed ceramic figures  $       100 - 200

9010 (lot of 6) Japanese figures: including wood carvings of Daikoku and Ebisu  $         50 - 100

9011
(lot of 2) Japanese Imari pitcher with a handle; blue-and-white pitcher decorated with birds 

and plum blossoms  $         50 - 100

9012
(lot of 6) Japanese Imari dishes, chrysanthemums and phoenix in reserves, in gilt and colors  $       100 - 200

9013

(lot of 2) Chinese underglazed blue porcelain vessel, with an everted rim and the exterior of 

the body featuring the Eight Daoist Immortals; a Korean celadon glazed bowl, the side 

molded with deer and cranes  $       100 - 200

9014
Chinese underglazed blue celadon jar, featuring an elderly scholar and two attendents in a 

garden, with wood stand  $       100 - 200

9015
(lot of 2) Chinese porcelain white deep dish, decorated with flower; together with a Japanese 

Kutani plate  $         50 - 100

9016
(lot of 4) Asian metal items: two Himalayan repousse Buddhist plaques; together with a 

Chinese archaistic a bronze bell  $       100 - 200

9017
Chinese polychrome ceramic statue of Guanyu, in military garb mounted on horse with a 

halbert  $         50 - 100

9018 (lot of 9) Group of Japanese items: champleve vase, with birds and floral motifs on the body; 

three baskets; five Japanese hand-colored photographs and woodblock prints  $       100 - 200

9019
(lot of 6) One shelf of decorative items: one wood Balinese bust of a girl; one ceramic vase; 

three metal figurines  $         50 - 100
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9020
(lot of 4) One shelf of Chinese porcelain jars, one with fu-lion, the other landscape; one 

flambe glazed stickneck vase; one Kutani figure of Jurojin  $       150 - 250

9021
(lot of 5) Chinese blue-and-white large vase, with floral scrolls and shuangxi; three miniature 

vases, one soapstone seal with fu-lion  $         50 - 100

9022
Large Chinese yellow ground meiping vase with blue fruiting branches, with apocryphal Ming 

mark  $       100 - 200

9023
(lot of 15) Chinese rose medallion dinner ware: eight dishes, four cups and three saucers  $       100 - 200

9024
( lot of 9) Chinese scrolls, paintings and prints: motifs including bird-and-flowers, and 

zoomorphs  $       100 - 200

9025
Two shelves of Chinese gift boxes, of various pattern and sizes; four Chinese landscape 

painting, ink on silk; four framed prints, of beauties and/or scholars  $         20 - 40

9026
(lot of 5) Four framed textiles, including a Chinese sleeve band; together with one framed 

Chinese coin and paper cut of cranes and pine  $       150 - 250

9027
(lot of 2) Chinese framed works of art: bird-and-flower on silk; together with a gilt foil piece 

featuring figures  $         50 - 100

9028 Chinese print, Flowers, lower corner marked Qi Baishi (Chinese, 1864-1957)  $         50 - 100

9029 (lot of 2) Chinese framed art, ink and color on paper, of landscape, both inscribed  $         50 - 100

9030
Framed Chinese embroidery panel, featuring a dragon roundel, surrounded by auspicious 

Daoist treasures,  $         50 - 100

9031 Framed Himalayan painted thangka, of a stylized mandala on a dark ground  $         50 - 100

9032
(lot of 2) Framed Himalayan thangka, one of a mandala; the other centered with a Buddha  $       150 - 250

9032A
Chinese framed embroidery, depicting a celebration with a large group of children  $         20 - 40

9033
(lot of 2) Framed Chinese paintings of still lifes, each with a bowl of various fruit on gilt foil  $       100 - 200

9034
Pair of Korean display cabinets, each with open shelves above a row of drawers and pair of 

hinged double doors, with ornate brass fittings  $       150 - 250

9035
Chinese inlaid wooden commode chair, decorated with inlaid panels with flowers, with a 

hinged lid seat to an interior compartment  $       150 - 300

9036

(lot of 7) Chinese dining table suite, consisting of a dining table having bird-and-flower motifs 

with pigment accents, along with two leaves; together with six chairs with a shou medallion 

and woven panels on the back, table without  $       150 - 250

9036A Chinese seal chest, with a hinge top lid opening to a shallow compartment, fronted by 

double doors concealing six drawers, set on a separate wood stool, overall: 28.25"h  $         50 - 100

9037
(lot of 4) Chinese Coromandel wood panels, featuring birds and flowers on a gilt ground  $         50 - 100

9038 Set of three Chinese triptych wooden green panels, with pair of pheasants  $       100 - 200

9039
Chinese ancestral portrait, of an official seat on a chair with dragon arms, executed in 

composition overlay  $       100 - 200

9040 Chinese wooden dragon lamp/lantern stand, raised on supports  $         50 - 100

9041
Chinese lacquered coffer, the hinged double doors painted with peonies and a figure 

mounted on a mythical beast, above a row of three drawers, 40.5"w  $       150 - 250
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9042 (lot of 15) Assorted framed and unframed artwork including a print of a prophet, a print of 

two quails, and a drawing of a street artist selling his work, amongst others.  $         50 - 100

9043 (lot of 10) Assorted framed artworks including a print titled "Food for the Body," a print titled 

"Ptelea Trifoliata," and a print of the Richmond County Hunt and Ball, amongst others.  $         50 - 100

9044 (lot of 9) Assorted framed artworks including a print of a smiling lion, an outsider art piece 

titled "Butterfly Girl," and a watercolor of winter landscape, amongst others.  $         50 - 100

9045 (lot of 9) Assorted framed artworks including a photograph of a woman before a mountain 

range, a print titled "my Town," and a print of Martin Luther, amongst others.  $         50 - 100

9046
(lot of 9) Assorted framed artworks including a print of animals on Noah's Arc, a watercolor 

of a mission exterior, and a Rodin exhibition poster, amongst others.  $         50 - 100

9047 Three bins of stemware including wine glasses  $         20 - 40

9048 One bin of tableware including lustres, a scale, etc.  $         20 - 40

9049 Two bins of decorative art including a tea kettle, candle prickets, flatware, etc.  $         50 - 100

9050 One bin of table articles including an ice bucket, a serving tray, etc.  $         20 - 40

9051
Two bins including miscellaneous framed art, a Meissen blue onion pattern platter, etc., 

together with brass and wood flatware with a fitted case  $         50 - 100

9052 One bin of decorative art including lidded boxes, beaded samplers, etc.  $         50 - 100

9053
(lot of 5) Continental lidded partial gilt boxes, a textile and additional linens (2 shelves)  $         50 - 100

9054
One bin of records including Mous Taki, Veronique Sanson-Hollywood, Alain Souchon, etc.  $         20 - 40

9055 One bin including skull models of various animals  $         50 - 100

9056
Two bins of silver plate and sterling silver items, including serving utensils, a hot water kettle 

on stand, three English bottles with silver mounts, etc.  $       200 - 400

9057 One bin of books including Popular Mechanics, together with sheet music, etc.  $           5 - 10

9058
Two bins of decorative art including post cards and the Numismatic Scrapbook magazine, 

etc.  $         20 - 40

9059 Lot of brilliant cut glass including Clark and Libbey  $       100 - 200

9060
One bin of decorative art including a clock, together with framed artwork including Arts and 

Crafts style posters, an art pottery vase, etc.  $         20 - 40

9061 One bin of brass table articles including Asian bowls, bellows, etc.  $         20 - 40

9062
One bin of decorative art including glass bottles, ceramic vessels, basketry, a compass, etc.  $       100 - 200

9063
Two bins of vintage board games including Rapid Fire Pursuit Plane, Donkey Party, Bulid A 

Road, etc.  $         50 - 100

9064
Three bins of associated tableware including steins, tumblers, tea pots, a lidded urn, etc.  $       100 - 200

9065
Four bins of decorative art including pierced dishes, a Royal Bayreuth dessert set, a 

lustreware tea pot, etc.  $       100 - 200

9066

Three bins of music and jazz books, including memoirs, reference and coffee table books; 

titles include Miles: The Autobiography, The Jazz Makers, Simon Says: the Sights and Sounds 

of the Swing Era, and Jimi Hendrix: Sessions, etc.  $         50 - 100
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9067

One bin of music and jazz themed books, including memoirs, reference and coffee table 

books, titles include The Paul Simon Companion, The Autobiography of Quincy Jones, 

Skylark: The Life and Times of Johnny Mercer, etc.  $         50 - 100

9068

(lot of 4) Brutalist style figural sculpture group, consisting of (2) Bijan J. Bijan floral sculptures 

accented with hummingbirds, another bird sculpture by Curtis Jere, and the last a Curtis Jere 

style sculpture depicting two children on a bench, each rising on a stone base, largest is 13.5" 

h  $       100 - 200

9069
Three bins of dolls, including Betty Boop, Raggedy Anne, etc., the largest being 18"l  $         50 - 100

9070
Four bins of mostly Barbie accesories, such as clothing including Fashion Avenue Collection, 

Haute Couture, and Collector Series IV, many in the original boxes, together with doll 

furniture including (2) peacock chairs and a gazebo, the largest being 22.5"h  $         50 - 100

9071 No Lot

9072
Two bins of miscellaneous doll parts, including resin, porcelain bisque and fabric bodies, the 

largest being 25"l  $         20 - 40

9073 Two bins of dolls, consisting of Kewpie style dolls, Madame Alexander, and a Sonia Messer 

Co. replica of an Albert Marque doll head portrait, the largest being 21"h  $       100 - 200

9074

Four bins of miscellaneous decoratives and table articles consisting of a Russian nesting doll, 

a bronze figural bookend of a horse, coral specimens, glass decoratives, and antique 

lanterns, etc.  $         50 - 100

9074A
One bin of Waterford textiles, including (4) red and gold pillowcases and (1) round pillow  $         10 - 20

9074B Three bins of miscellaneous decoratives consisting of one bin of studio ceramics, a Betsy Ann 

Ware vase, small "Tom and Gerry" RKG ceramic cups, porcelain bisque floral baskets, etc.  $         50 - 100

9075 Plated samovar with turnwood handles  $         50 - 100

9076 Two glass figural horse bookends  $         50 - 100

9077 Vintage portable travel writing desk set  $         50 - 100

9078
Josefina Aguilar Day of the Dead sculpture, depicting skeletons seated on a bench playing 

stylized musical instruments, 6.5"h x 8"w  $         50 - 100

9079 (lot of 2) Georg Jensen Danish sterling silver Acorn pattern knife set with stainless steel 

blades, consisting of a cheese knife, and a meat knife, largest 10.5"l  $       100 - 200

9080 Cut crystal decanter with stopper  $         50 - 100

9080A California Golf Association Amateur Championship silver on copper lamp base  $         20 - 30

9081
(lot of 3) French crystal sculpture group, consisting of a Baccarat obelisk with etched mark to 

base, 10"h, a Daum France floral form sculpture having an etched signature 12"h, and a 

frosted bird form sculpture signed indistinctly and marked France, 9"h  $       150 - 250

9082 Carved wood Santos  $         50 - 100

9083
Victorian bell pull, having golden embroidery on a red ground, and accented with a tassel, 

overall: 93"l  $         50 - 100

9084 (lot of 3) German including one Mettslach stein decorative stoneware steins  $       200 - 400

9085
Mid Century copper and enamel plate, centered with abstract geometric designs in red and 

green, retailed at Gumps, San Francisco, 7.5" diameter  $         20 - 40
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9086

Pair of German porcelain cylindrical vases, late 19th/early 20th Century, each lavendar 

ground and applied floral swags with bows, rising on a gilt enamel beaded base, 4.5"h x 

2"dia.  $         50 - 100

9087 Venetian puppet, depicting a Musketeer, 23"l  $       100 - 200

9088

(lot of 8) Vintage diecast tole collectibles, including a Trick Pony bank, a Patrol carriage with 

horses, a civil war soldier, etc; together with a wall mount bracket depicting a running fox 

and a hitching post, largest 20.5"l  $         75 - 150

9089 (lot of approximately 80) Swarovski crystal prisms  $         50 - 100

9090
(lot of 4) Pacific Northwest basketry group, consisting of a covered basket 2"h x 3.5"w, (2) 

handled baskets, largest 4"h x 8"w, and a diminutive example  $         50 - 100

9091 Small Christmas tree, having plastic base  $         10 - 20

9092 Precolumbian style artifacts, consisting of three busts, and an olla, largest: 6"h  $         50 - 100

9092A
(lot of 3) California Basket group, likely Pomo, including 2 beaded lidded baskets and a 

handled vessel, largest 6"h  $         50 - 100

9093 (lot of 2) African grave busts, each having a stylized form, largest: 4.5"h  $         50 - 100

9094 Edwardian inlaid Tantalus having two cut glass decanters with stoppers  $         50 - 100

9095
Model train group, consisting of two electrical Throttlepacks, track, model buildings, two 

engines, cargo cars, and cabooses, etc.  $         50 - 100

9096 Mae West Art Deco style brass bed  $       200 - 400

9097

(lot of 7) Miscellaneous furniture and decoratives group, consisting of an Moderne eterge, 

plant stand with a round top and turned legs, primitive pilgrim chest, mid-century single door 

cabinet, wall mount clock with gilt frame, chrome atomic era hanging fixture, round table 

with tassel tablecloth  $       100 - 200

9098 (lot of 3) rugs - each approximately 3'x5'  $       100 - 200

9099
Moderne chest on chest, the two door cabinet rising above the four door case, 39"h x 35"w x 

16"d  $         20 - 40

9100 Persian Karajeh runner, 3'4" x 13'  $       150 - 250

9101 Estate wine bottle opener  $         20 - 40

9102 Oval side table  $         50 - 100

9103 (lot of 3) Nested set of Chinese rattan tables  $         50 - 100

9104 Brass faux bamboo magazine rack,  $         10 - 20

9105 Bamboo tea cart with rectangular glass top rising on casters  $       100 - 200

9106 Modern burl wood lamp with a cylindrical linen wrap shade, 27.5"h  $         50 - 100

9107 Quarter-sawn oak tambour cabinet  $       200 - 400

9108 Carpet - Kuba, 5'1" x 3'2"  $         50 - 100

9109 Pair of Victorian sidechairs, each having a carved crest, 41.5"h  $       200 - 400

9110
Mahogany campaign chest having a hinge top and a single drawer, rising on bracket feet  $       150 - 250

9110A Carpet - runner, Caucasian, antique, worn 96" x 42"  $         20 - 40

9111
Roseville vase with glass flower lamp, having glass flowers terminating at the Roseville 

pottery base, overall 13"h x 12"w  $         50 - 100

9111A Wooden 2 drawer file cabinet  $         50 - 100

9112 Pair of Moderne white mirrors  $         50 - 100

9113 Gilded mirror  $         50 - 100

9114

Arts and Crafts style leaded glass pendant lamp, having a dome form with carmel, cream and 

green glass panels, 18"h x 46"dia. Property from the Spenger's Fish Grotto Collection, 

Berkeley CA  $       100 - 200
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9115 No Lot

9116 No Lot

9117
Federal giltwood eglomise decorated looking glass, the rectangular looking glass below a 

reverse painted nautical scene, 2'11''h x 17"  $         50 - 100

9118

Pair of Eames style side chairs, having a chrome tubular frame supporting the white 

contoured seat and back, 32.5"h; Provenance: Property from the collection of Inn on Castro, 

San Francisco, CA  $       100 - 200

9119 Federal style occasional table, 20"h x 12"w  $         20 - 40

9120
(lot of 2) Leaded glass panels, one depicting Snoopy skating, and one of Snoopy playing 

baseball 30"h x 24"w  $         50 - 100

9121 Louis XV style painted bench, with a red tufted cushion  $       150 - 250

9122 Leather upholsterd ottoman, rising on gilt carved paw feet (Mariani antiques)  $       100 - 200

9123
Chinese rosewood tiered serving cart, having a turned handle flanking the rectangular time 

34"h x 20"w x 46"d  $       150 - 250

9124
Federal giltwood eglomise decorated looking glass, the rectangular looking glass below a 

reverse painted pastoral scene, 2'11''h x 17"  $       150 - 250

9125 No Lot

9126 Primitive black painted demi-lune table  $         50 - 100

9127 Arts and crafts style quarter sawn oak mirror  $       100 - 200

9128
Modern plate glass cocktail table, the large form having a bevelled glass top above the 

square base having brass mounts, 15.5"h x 60"w  $       100 - 200

9129 Folding doll chair having remnants of the original paint 19"h x 9"w  $         50 - 100

9130 Louis XVI style inlay top side table, rising on cabriole legs  $         50 - 100

9131 Plant stand rising on turned legs and four outswept feet  $         20 - 40

9132
Federal gateleg games table, having a hinged top opening to the felt playing surface, and 

rising on fluted and tapered legs, 30"h x 42"w x 21"d  $         50 - 100

9133
Austrian vintage hanging metal sign, circa 1900, "Anderson Schofield Place", dated 1718  $         50 - 100

9134 Modern filing cabinet, with two drawers  $         20 - 40

9135
Modern lacquer three drawer chest of drawers, 31"h x 36"w x 18"d; Provenance: Property 

from the collection of Inn on Castro, San Francisco, CA  $         50 - 100

9136 Red upholstered armchair with tassel skirt  $         50 - 100

9137 Victorian style wall mirror  $         50 - 100

9138 Greek Shepherd's handmade rug  $         50 - 100

9138A Hariz carpet, 6'9" x 9'5"  $       200 - 400

9138B Chinese carpet, 12'x19'  $         50 - 100

9138C Meshed carpet 10'5" x 13'10"  $       200 - 400

9138D Samarkad carpet, 4'10" x 10'3"  $         20 - 40

9138E Hariz carpet, 8'3" x 11'4"  $       150 - 250

9139
Louis XVI style headboard and footboard, the shaped crest centered with a shell medallion, 

headboard: 58.5"h x 41"w  $         50 - 100

9140 Continental painted chest  $         20 - 40

9141 Turkoman bag face  $         50 - 100

9141A
Modern Laurel floor lamp, having a white mushroom shade above the mahogany stained 

standard terminating at the circular base, 73"h x 17"w  $         50 - 100

9141B Asian ladder, executed in bamboo, 113"h  $         50 - 100

9141C Oak library ladder, having a handle at one side, 79"h  $         50 - 100
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9142
Pair of forged metal floor lamps, each with foliate motifs throughout, 64"h x 15"dia.  $       100 - 200

9143
Danish Modern dining table, having a circular top and rising on a pedestal base, 28"h x 48"w  $         50 - 100

9144
Hollywood Regency style ottoman, having a stylized brass nail head trim detail, 18"h x 22" 

square  $         50 - 100

9145
Moderne wall ornament, the white paint decorated wall ornament with a branch form body, 

46" dia  $         20 - 40

9146 Louis XV style French dining table  $       100 - 200

9147
Modern coffee table, having a metal frame and inset painted ironstone top, 16"h x 36.5"w  $         50 - 100

9147A
(lot of 3) Jim Williams "The Fishing Osprey" stained glass triptych, each with a dark charcoal 

grout with clear and blue glass, largest: 31"l  $       300 - 500

9148 Painted Canadian goose decoy, dated 1986 signed Gary Thompson  $         50 - 100

9149
(lot of 5) Miscellaneous decoratives, including a copper horn, pot rack, milk jug and 

Jackalope  $       100 - 200

9150
Venetian mirror, having an oval looking glass and ornate etched glass frame, 4'8''h x 3'1''w  $       100 - 200

9151

Arne Jacobsen style Swan chair, the shaped form having lime green upholstery, with an 

adjustable seat, above a chrome base, 37.5"h; Provenance: Property from the collection of 

Inn on Castro, San Francisco, CA  $       150 - 250

9152 Regency style games table having a flip top above a quadruped base  $         50 - 100

9153
Glass display table, having a rectangular top with glass panels, above an oak base, 40"h x 

60w x 60d  $       100 - 200

9153A Three boxes of doll stands  $         20 - 40

9154 Arts and crafts quarter sawn oak mirror  $       200 - 400

9155 (lot of 2) Desk. with leather top  $       300 - 500

9156 Persian Kerman runner, 2'10" x 10'3"  $         50 - 100

9157 Wicker three-panel screen  $       100 - 200

9158 ***CATALOG SHOULD READ: NO LOT***Pair of Mid-Century acrylic table lamps, each having 

a pillar form, in three cubes, above a plinth base, 27"h; Provenance: Cafe Society, SF & Napa  $         50 - 100

9159 Glass lamp with shade  $         20 - 40

9160
Arts and Crafts style sideboard, the hand carved case having a stepped top surmounting the 

beveled glass doors, the central concave case having a beveled looking glass, the case retains 

original heart form hardware and rising on turnip feet, 7'9''h x 6'w x 1'9''d  $         50 - 100

9161 Primitive relief carved wall plaque, depicting an agrarian scene  $         50 - 100

9162
Late Victorian fall front desk having a walnut case with a carved fall front, 45.5"h x 47"w x 

18"d  $         50 - 100

9163 Federal style wall mirror, having reeded columns, 37"h x 21"w  $         20 - 40

9164 Persian Heriz carpet, 9'4" x 12'2"  $       200 - 400

9165 Kilim rug, 3'5" x 7'9"  $         50 - 100

9166 Curtus Jere style metal drum set  $         20 - 40

9167 Mid-Century Modern lampshade  $         10 - 20

9168 Modern style entertainment center  $         50 - 100

9169 Art Nouveau style oak hutch  $       150 - 250
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9170 (lot of 2) Copper decorative platter, together with a framed textile  $         50 - 100

9171 Native American woman seated at a loom  $         50 - 100

9172

(lot of 7) Miscellaneous furniture group, consisting of (2) modern desks, a Chippendale style 

low boy, black painted side table with inset tole tray, a Victorian Eastlake side table with 

granite top, and (2) carpets  $       100 - 200

9173

(lot of 11) Miscellaneous furntiture group, consisting of a Contemporary brass and glass 

dining table, (2) Hollywood Regency style chairs, (4) Victorian parlor slipper chairs, a brass 

lamp, a side table, a leather office chair, etc.  $         50 - 100

9174
(lot of 4) Associated modern furniture group, consisting of travertine and glass low tables, 

brushed metal dining table, etc.  $       100 - 200

9175
(lot of approx 25) Associated furniture and decoratives, including silver canteens, copper clad 

low table, room divider, etc.  $       100 - 200

9176

One shelf of miscellaneous vases and decoratives, consisting of a brass and veneered base, 

irridescent green bud vase, possibly Murano, a Sigma the Tastesetter lucite piece, patinated 

metal vase  $         50 - 100

9177
Four shelves of multimetal table articles, executed in brass, pewter and silver plate, including 

goblets, candlesticks, a large pipe, and sugar dish  $         50 - 100

9178

One shelf of assorted decorative items consisting of wooden birds, a model Rolls Royce 

radio, a mille fleur glass paperweight, a commemorative brass compass in a fitted box, two 

art glass eggs, etc.  $         50 - 100

9179

One shelf of Asian miscellaneous decorative items, including folding fans, snuff bottles, scroll 

weights, Chinese two cloisonne vases and a bowl; Japanese and Chinese porcelain 

plates/dishes  $         20 - 40

9180
One shelf of Japanese red lacquered ware, including lidded bowls with pine pattern; a 

cylindrical box; small plates and sake cups  $       100 - 200

9181

Four shelves of Asian decorative items, including 13 Chinese cloisonne, a large porcelain 

charger with fish; an archaistic bronze; a metal hot pot and a head of a Buddha; a tray 

framed with dragon embroidery  $       300 - 500

9182

Four shelves of Asian decorative items: Chinese export style porcelain pitcher, platter and 

vessel; five lidded jars and a kimono style vase; two drums; three wood carvings, and two 

ladles  $       300 - 500

9183

Four shelves of Asian decorative items, including a six panel gilt ground screen with flowers; 

assorted porcelain figures, a woven lidded basket, a mother-of-pearl inlaid tray, an 

embroidered table screen of a dog, metal boxes, and wood articles, together with three 

scrolls and a book  $       100 - 200

9184
Four shelves of Asian decorative items: including 6 Japanese dolls; assorted porcelain vases, 

plates and teapot  $       100 - 200

9185

(lot of 7) Miscellaneous furniture group, consisting of a French Louis XV style buffet, 

Chippendale style side table, Decorative framed floral print, Chinese wooden low table 

(kangzhuo), and (3) lamp shades  $       100 - 200
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